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Summary and Suggestions for Further Research

8.1

Summary and cosrclusioins

This thesls investigates two mairk kinds of explanatsons for the existence of a shol-trim trade-off between inflation and output growth. the price-misperception theories
a d the pnce stickiness theories; in the long EWI the trade-off is absent in both
theories (see chapter 2). Accordmg to the price-mispesceptio~~theories, there IS a
short-ruer aade-off between inflation and output growth because srlpplierrs have
imperfect inhrrnation about the n a m e of the shock in the demand for their products; they are uncertain whether the relative denamd for their products has risen or
whether t h e average price level has risen. The more a shock is d~oughtto be red,
the more suppliers will adj~ustoutput. According lo the price stickluress theories,
h e r e is a short-nun trade-off between inflation and output grow& because the
competition m goods market is imperfect arrd there me costs associated to ch~urgmg
prices or other nominal rigidities like strategic complemeantwity or staggered wages.
In h s case a higher aggregate demmd will cause an increase in oulpwt as prlces
and wages are not adjusted i~mediately.
The price-misperpechion theories contain predictions for two types of aggregate
demand policies unsystematic and systematic policy Unsystematic policy rs defined as the occurrence of shacks in, for example, government expenditures, the
money stock or the exchange rate, whereas systematic policy refers to changes m
the rules for these vahiabl~es.In: the pnce-~aispercept~on
theories only uursystemal2ic
policy c m affect: real output growth; systernat~cpolicy is neutxal because ~ l ex~ l
pected change in policy is already taken into aecionunt by econornac agents. In the
price stackiness tl~eoriesunsystematic as well as systematic policy can affect output
growth; then systematic policy can influence real economic growth due to the fact
that it takes h e for firms to adjust their pncing shategy.

The theore~cal effects on oulpwt growth of wsystematlc as well as systernahc
palicy which the price-m~spesception theones and the prlce stickiness tl~eones
~ m g l yhave been summarized in Table 8.1 It shows that the effect of both rn
expansionary unsystematic and a systematic polrcy chmge on output grow11 1s
posldve in the short m, but zero in h e long run. Second, the type of aggregate demand polmcy w$ the theoretical explanat~onsundcdying the trade-off affect the

shape of h e short-TUNtrade-off, and determme whe;t&erexpected policy does affect
output growth or not and whe(her the ou$ut effects are persistent or not. A qmmetric short-run trade-off irnplles b a t an expansiona~ypolicy has the same effect
iu case of
on economic growth as a contractionmy pollicy whereas they are different a
m a s y m m e ~ cshort-m bade-oE, a persistent effect on output growth implies thrnt
a policy chmge influences output growth not only h the period of the policy
chmge, but also in later penods.
Now Table 8.1 shows that the price-m~spesceptianmodels and the price stickiness models have exactly B e opposite predictions for unsystematic policy with
respect to the shape of the short-nan trade-off, the output effect ofexpected policy
changes, zlnd the length of the output effect. Whereas the price-misperception theories state that an aggregate demand shock has symmetric effects on output growth,
the price stickiness models predict that Bey are asymmetric. The main explanation
for this asymmetric frade-off is the existence of price adjustment costs (see Caballero and Engel, 1993; Tsiddon, 1993; and Ball and Maplkriw, 1994). Giiuen a posnlive rate of inflation, the price adjustment cost theories imply that a fm as-ill adjust
a price more frequently in the case of a demand increase than in the case of a demand decrease. Consequently, the output effect will be larger with a decrease jlKll
demand &sun with am increase in demand. Second, the price-misperception theories
irnply that an expected change in aggregate dernmd is neutral whereas it is not
neutral in the price stickiness tl.~eonies.If prices are sticky, it takes t h e to accornmodate prices to a new level given an expected change in demand; therefore,
expected policy changes do affect output growth. If prices are flexible, as in the
price-mlsperceptio model, prices cdan be adjusted immediately and thus an expected chmge in demand is neutral. Third, shocks in aggregate demand we not persistent in the price-misperception model whereas they are persistent in tlre prace
stickiness models. In: the price-mispercep-tion models a! shock disappears one period
after nts initration because the publication of the general price level eliminates the
tmcertamty about the relative prices; in, the price stickiness models persistence is
clue to strategic: comp8amentari&, staggered wages, replenishment of the inventory
of pradrxced goods, or lags in the acquisition of idonnation (see sectmn 3.3.331.
Fu~Thel~more
Table 8.1 shows that the output effects with respect to systematic
policy are the stme in the price-mispeacepdon model of chapter 6 and the pace
stickuness tt~adelof chapter 5 d ~ eshape of the short-run trade-off is sytnrnetric,
expected pollcy chmges do affect output growth, and policy changes are persistent.
Note {hat ill chapter 6 expected policy changes do influence output because the
nornirlal hnterest rate affects the red dernand far money, the rnaney supply responds
with a lag to innation chmges, and the red exchange rate slowly reverts to pmrctlasit~gpower parity. In the price stickiness models of chapter 5 the last two causes
are absent, but instead price adjustment costs or staggered wages are asslnned.
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Table 8.1
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---

Theoretical orrtput eEocts of unsystemabc and systematic polley
Price-misperception models

--

--

Price stickiness models

--

Sy stemabc
pol~cy
(chapter 6 )

-

Unsy sternatic
policy
(cherpter 3)
----

Systelnatic
policy
(clzaptec 5)

Short-run
output effect of cxpmlonary pohcy poslhve

posaClve

poa~ve

pos~tave

Long-run
output effect of mpansionary polrcy zero

zero

zero

zero

Shape of the
short-run
trade-off

symmetric

symmetric

asy mrnenric

symmelrie'

Output effed of
expected expiws~onarypolicy

zero

positive

poslkvc

poslhve

Length of
output
effect
--

not persistent

perslstenl

parsislent

Unsyshmatic
pollcy
(chapter 3)

persrstent
--

----.---

Empirical oup'pub eflecls of unsystemntic p o k y
Table 8.1 shows that the shape of the short-rn trade-off, the output effect of
expected expmsio~larypolicy, and the length of the output effect are different for
unsystematic policy betureen the price-misperception models ;and the price stickiness
models. This allows one to test whether the empirical evidence favours the pricemisperception models or the price stickiness models. For that purpose the s p m e try-hypothesis, the sltructurel neutrality hypothesis a d the non-persrstence hypohesis have been tested against the alternatives of asymmetry, non-neutralaty and
persistence respectively in chapter 3. It is found for the United States and Gcnmat~y
over the period 1973:1- 1992:4 that the evidence with respect to die asymmetry
hypothesis is mixed; h e sfmema1 oeulxality hypohesls and lhe non-persistence

The symmetric response of systematic polncy in the price slicknness models results faom the
fact that the Alogoskowfis models 1n chapter 5 have been stakd In first difterwces ~mtsteadof hr
Jevels, nf they are stated 11%levels, these madels ~mplym asytnmetric sho.rl-ru.n trade-off.

hypothesis, however, colnld not be rejected against the alternatives of ~on-neutraliQf
and persrstmce respecdvely. So, it is hard to reject the price-misperception model.
From a policy point of view, however, it is hmd to interpret the acmd shocks
in, far example, namiml demand growth as changes m policy. These may have
resulted not only from chmges in policy, but also from cbmge in, for example, the
behaviorus of consumers and prodmcers, and fmanc~alinstitutions. In order to analyse policy changes these must be separated from orher chaages.

If unsysternati~cpolicy is used more frequently, the price-tnispercepfion theories and
the psiice shckiness theories predict that this has a deltrinmental effect on the shodrun trade-off between inflation and output growth; the more it is applied, t h e lower
the real effect of a shock becomes. Table 8.2 summarizes the theoretical effects of
unsystematic policy on the short-run trade-off. It shows that according to the pricemisperception theories a higher varianlce of i d a t i o n or a higher variance of aggregate demand shocks lowers the output response of an aggregate demand sliack.
'These effects are known as the Lu~casvariabi~lityhypotheses. The price stickiness
model of Ball, Mankiw and Romer (1988) implies the s m e re1at"ions. Thus, these
two relations carmot be used to discrimmate between the price-misperception t h o ries and the price stickiness theories.
Nevertheless, a different response does appear with respect to inflation. M e r e a s
the price-rnisperception theories do not predict a relation between the slope af the
short-nnn trade-off and the rate of inflation, it is negative in the price stickiness
theories beca~aseprices are adjusted more frequently if inflation is higher, ;and thus
the output response to a demand shock is smaller. Noamally, however, there is a
stxong correlation between the rate of in,flation and the variance of inflation; consequently, a negative relation between tihe slope of the short-run trade-off and
inflation does not provide evidence for the prlce stickiness theories.
Finally, Table 8.2 shows that both inflation-output Chearies predict a differea~t
response to ~hangesin the varia~ceof relative prices. &%ereas there is ;ill positive
elation beween the wariuice of relative price and the slope of t-he short-ran tradeoff in t11e price-misperception theories, d is negative in the price-stickiness ~ e l o r i e s .
The relation rs positive in the price-rnisperception theories because a higher v ~ m GC of relativc prices increases the propostion of shocks that are misperceived as reail
shocks; according to the price sdcklaress theories it is negative becaluse a higher
variat~ceof relative prices illcreases the tErequency of price adjustment and &us
decreases the output effect of
aggregate demand shock. However, it is difficult
to distiniguish the variance of relative prices from t l ~ evariance of absolute prices;
conseqiaently, ~t is hard to verify whether empirical evidence provides support for
ttae price-misperception theol-nes or for the price stickiness theories,

Table 8 2

Tbearet~cdaffects of ~ulsysterna~c
policy on are slope af lilre short-m inflabonoutput trade-off
-

Price-mispercephan theones

Price ~ickinessll~eones

--

Increase In the grarimoe af
Inflation (a3

negative

Increase la the vanmce of
aggregate demmd shocks (mk2)

negative

Increase in inflabon (Ap)

absent

negative

Increase in the vmance of
relative prtces l(t2)1

paslhvc

ilegahwe

negative

Empirscal eflecb ofthe vanance of ~flflahonand she varimce ofaggr~g~Ie
demn~d
shock9 ori rhe short-mn trade-of
m l e chapter 3 tested the symmetry hypothesis, the s t m c a d nenltrality hypothesis,
and the non-persistence hypothesis empirically, chapter 4 tested the effect of wsyskrnatic policy on the slope of the shor2-m trade-off by inwestigailling h e Lucas
variability hypotheses. Because the evidence in previously published Lucas variability studies is mixed concerning the question whether Elrese cross-conntry predictitions differ between developed and developing cautrtries, a weta-study of ten of
those studies has been peri?omed. If a correction is made for differences in supply
response, it is found that .the hypothesis that a higher variance of demand sltocks
leads to a steeper short-run trade-off must be rejected for the group of developed
eounmes Thus, the price-rnispercept.ion dieories fail in some respects to explain
empirical results. This may be also due to endogeneitqr rn demand shucks as these
me measured as changes in; nominal income

Theoreflcd in$arion eflecfs ofsystema!rc monefa~vyand gxchange mle p o l ~ y
Neither msysternatic nor systematic policy can be used to affect real economic
growth permanently. Moreover, frequent use of unsystematic policy even deprives
such a policy fiom its short-run real effects. Therefore, it can be questjoned wl~etfucr
such policies are of my use. However, the theoretical models of chevpbts 5 m d 6
show that systematic policies can be of use to decrease iniflalion The aeczretilcnl
effects found in both chapters have been s u a n m ~ z e din Table 8.3. It shows that
according to the p~ce-mispercepdonimodel of chapter 6 a higher degree of manetasy accommodrr-tion increases the persistence of average inflation. A lugher degree
of exchange rate aecommoddan decreases the average red interest rate which in

Empirical eflec6s ofsyslemaric exchange m l e policy
Given reasonable p a m e t e r vdues, chapters 5 mld 6 imply that a c o u n c~ m only
obtain an increase in the speed of inflation convergence by mmtahning a hard peg
with respect to a Bow i d a t i o n currency. Alten~atively,the borrowed credibi11t-y
hypothesis suggests tbat it is enough to join ra. fixed-exchange rate regime like the
Exchange Rate Mer;lran_ism (EM)of Europem Monetary System (EMS). In chapter 7 it has been empirlcdly investigated which of these two hypotheses is h e for
Spain and Ikdy over the period 1975.1-1995:1. The results show for both camtries
&at only the hard peg to the Deutschmark increased Ithe speed of mflation convergence; joining and heaving ERM, and chmging band widths did not affect the speed
of inflation convergence sigmficmtly. This provides support far the hypothesis of
chapters 5 mid 6, but rej,ects the bonowed credibility hypottuesis.

This thesis has shown that the two explanations for a short-run trade-off betweela
output a d inflation, the price-rnisperception theories and the price stickiness theories, predict that the short--run output effect of both an expmsioiq unsystematic
aund a systematic policy is positive and that their long-run effects are zero. However, both theories have different predictions for unsysternatiffi policy with respect to
the shape of the short-mn trade-off, the output effect of expected policy, and the
length of the output effect. According to the price-rnispercepfion theories the shodnm trade-off is symmetzic, the output effect of an expected policy change is zero,
and demand shocks are net persistent; according to the price stickiness theories, the
short-m trade-off is asymmeb-ic, the output effeict of an expected policy change in
not zero, and demand shocks are persistent. The empirical evidence iru this thesis
shows that mt is hard to reject the price-rnispercept~on model. For systematic policy,
both theories hawe the same theoretical prediction: the shape of the short-ru12 t~adeoff is symmetric, the output effect of r u ~expected expanslonary pollcy i s positive,
and demand shocks are persistlent
If unsystematic policy is used frequently, this de~edaratesthe short-mn tradeoff, Whereas the new-Keynesian theories suggest two tests to disthguish between
the price-mrsperceptio~~
theories and the price-stickiness theones, these tests suffer
earn a measurement problem. If the average inflation is correlated with the vsriance of infatiorr, it is hard to interpret a negahvc relation between the slope of the
short-run trade-off and ithe rate of idation as resulting from price st~ckiness.Furthermore, if the varimce of relative pnces ls correlated with the variance of absalute prices, ~t 11s not sure anymore whether a negative relation between ;the wartmce
of relahve prices results lErom price-misperceptjan or price stickiness
Finally, whereas neither unsystematic nor systematic policy caw, be used to
increase output growth permanently, the theoretical price-mispercepd~nmodel of

chapter 6 and the prlce stickuness model of chapter 5 predict that systematic moneand exexchange rate policy can be used to reduce inflation permanently. "$Erne:
erng~i~all
evidence of chapter 7 shows for Spain md Italy that a hmd exchange rate
polncy indeed increases the speed of h M a ~ o nc~onv~ergence
as mmplied by the models
of chapters 5 and 6; joming an exclalange rak mechanism a the E M is not enough
ta obtain m increaee in the speed of inflation convergence as suggested by the borrowed caedibiI~.CSIhypo&esis.
tay

8.2 Suggestions for farther research
With respect to the new-Keyne5ian explanations for the trade-off, only a few empirical invee.kigi3,tions have been performed. Improvements in this area can be acheved by corusb~ctingrelative and absolute price v m m c e in such a way that they are
orthogonal based an disisaggregated data In that case, the relative price varnaibility
test of Ball, Mankiw, and Romer (3988) can be used to distinguish Ithe price-misperception theory and the pnce stickiness theary. Furthermore, expected aggregate
demand growth must be specified more carefully instead of assuming that it as
equal to the long-run average growth. Such m assumption generates qlulte ineEcient estimates of expected aggregate demand growth while more efficient procel y order
~
to
dures like Box-Jenkins models md Kdman filters are available. F i ~ ~ d in
investigate such trade-offs from a cross-country perspective, it is rather rigid to use
a31 available countries without making any distinction in, for example, their stage of
development. The more developed they we, the less the effect of a change in p o l i ~ y
inay be In chapter 4 developed and developing countries were distinguished, but a
more flexible classification may provide more insight into the data; such s! clmsification cam be: obtained by using different nm-paranetriic techniques.
A final suggestion for fiiture research is to investigate the i d a t i o n convergence
inoclel with the expected idatiomt differentids instead of the realized differentials.
This would be clasea to chapter 5. Finally, as a parallel to the inflation convergence, interest convergence slrotald be itltresdgated It can be investigated whether
llze sa.me slifts occur in illhe interest rate convergence; fu-thennore, this analysis can
be extended to Inore European coten&ies.

